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our younger patients
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Our staff, patients and special visitors
shared their thoughts and photographs
over the festive season on our
Twitter account @RoyalFreeNHS

Hello and

welcome
Hello and happy new year
to all our staff, members
and governors.
In the first Freepress of the year we cover why it’s
even more important to protect yourself against
flu. We’ve seen an increase in patients admitted
to our hospital wards and intensive care units
with flu and their illnesses have been caused by a
mixture of different flu strains. Flu cases have also
been reported by nearby nursing homes. We can
expect to see even more patients being admitted
into our hospitals with flu over the coming weeks.
So if you haven’t had your jab yet, please do it.
I’d also like to thank all of our staff who are
working so hard to deliver the very best care to all
of our patients during this busy time. In line with
recommendations from NHS England we have
plans in place to manage this high demand and
make sure our patients are safe.
Looking ahead, this is a very exciting year for us
with opening of the new Chase Farm Hospital.
You can find more on page 4.
I wish you all a happy and prosperous 2018.

In the news

Australian
flu strain arrives
The Australian strain of flu – which is believed to have
caused hundreds of deaths in Australia – has arrived
in the UK. It reached Ireland first, where deaths have
already been reported.
January is one of the peak months for flu outbreaks, as
you can see in the graph from Public Health England.
So it’s now even more important that all of our staff
are protected against flu. Our vaccine we give protects
against this strain.

We recently told you about one of our patients who
died within 72 hours of contracting the flu virus –
that patient was brought to us in January last year.
So we can’t stress enough the importance of getting
vaccinated now if you haven’t already done so.
More information, including where you can get your flu
jab, is available on Freenet.

Doctor awarded MBE for contribution to Ebola research
Dr Jake Dunning has been awarded an MBE for his contribution to clinical research
during the West African Ebola epidemic.

Sir David Sloman
Group chief
executive

During 2014 and 2015, Dr Dunning was the field lead for two clinical trials of
potential treatments for the Ebola virus disease based in Sierra Leone and
Liberia, and saw hundreds of people infected with the virus. The clinical
research involved over 50 clinical researchers from 14 different countries.
Dr Dunning trained as a registrar at the RFH between 2006 and 2007
and joined the infectious diseases team as an honorary consultant in
2016.
As well as looking after patients with more common infections,
Dr Dunning is part of the team that looks after patients with viral
haemorrhagic fevers when they’re admitted to the specialist
high level isolation unit at the RFH – thankfully rare events.
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Key to abbreviations:
Barnet Hospital: BH
Chase Farm Hospital: CFH
Royal Free Hospital: RFH
Royal Free London: RFL

Dr Dunning said: “I am humbled and honoured by this award.
The Ebola epidemic was the greatest challenge of my career to
date. Without the support of brilliant and dedicated colleagues,
the trials would not have happened. I am truly grateful to all those
who contributed.”
For more information contact: rf.communications@nhs.net.
Dr Jake Dunning
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New Chase Farm Hospital
opens this year
The countdown is on for the autumn opening of the new CFH.
The new hospital will provide out-patient services including diagnostics, musculoskeletal therapies and women’s
services, an urgent care centre for both adults and children, an older persons’ assessment unit, theatres, day
surgery, 50 surgical in-patient beds, endoscopy and medical day cases including a chemotherapy unit.
Natalie Forrest, CFH chief executive, said: “This is an incredibly exciting time for us. Moving into the new hospital
will provide us with an amazing opportunity to work differently and be
innovative in the way we deliver services.”
The building itself will be completed in June 2018. The move will take place
in phases over the summer months before the hospital fully opens in autumn
2018. The redevelopment team is working with staff to prepare for the move.
A detailed calendar is available on Freenet.
All staff and volunteers will be trained to use the new equipment and
technology, including a new electronic patient record (EPR) system, to make
sure they are familiar with every element of working in the new hospital before
it opens to patients. The EPR demonstration team is available at CFH to show
staff the new system and answer any questions. Visit Freenet for times and

Staff can meet the
redevelopment team
and ask any questions
about the new
hospital on 15 January
from 12.30-1pm in
Greenfields restaurant.

First look
inside
refurbished
children’s ward
The children’s ward at the RFH has reached for the skies to
brighten up the lives of some of our youngest visitors.

Patient Hanna with
Ade Adamolekun, paediatric matron

A total refurbishment means there are now back-lit panels with blue skies and fluffy white clouds dotted around
the ceiling of 6 North ward, which has a bright and light feel.
The fresh modern look has gone down well with staff and patients who are enjoying their new environment.
Ade Adamolekun, paediatric matron, said: “Although we’re in a hospital our ward is as colourful and welcoming as
possible with lots of creative touches.”
As well as looking good, the ward has upgraded its technology including an up-to-date call bell system. This
enables patients to alert nurses without disturbing other patients and visitors.
Ade adds: “We’re also about to have a system introduced so our patients can request something such as a glass of
water without us having to come and find out what they want and then go and get it for them. Now we will be
able to just listen to what they want and immediately get them what they need.”
Other new touches include plastic display boards by the beds so that children can showcase their artwork, curved
corridor walls, a feedback board and artwork featuring children at play.

Children don hard hats to unveil artwork
Children from Wilbury Primary School in Enfield were asked by IHP, the CFH redevelopment site contractor, to
decorate the hoardings while building work at the new hospital is being completed.
Year 5 pupils rose to the challenge and produced a colourful selection of pictures promoting good health.
Teacher, Tanya Schneider, said “The children have been very excited about seeing their pictures up on the
hoarding. It’s brilliant for them to see the result of their hard work and it’s made them think about what being
healthy is all about.”
Steve Williams, IHP’s senior construction manager, said he was pleased to see the children looking ‘just like me’
in their hats and fluorescent jackets and praised the high standard of the work. He told the children: “I hope lots
of people will stop and look at your pictures as they pass by. They definitely brighten up our building work. Well
done to all of you.”

Katelyn Hutchison has been staying at the RFH while she undergoes facial
reconstruction surgery to give her an improved smile. This is Katelyn’s third
visit to the hospital for facial surgery as the teenager suffered a stroke
after having treatment for cancer.
Her mother Lynn said: “We’ve been here twice before for
Katelyn’s treatment but this is a complete change, more
modern and a much nicer environment. There’s no place
like home though and Katelyn is missing her dog so don’t
worry we won’t be staying much longer!”
For more information contact: aadamolekun@nhs.net.

Natalie Forrest said: “It’s great to see the
children involved with our new hospital.
They will be the next generation using
the hospital and hopefully we can
even inspire some of them to work
here!”

Patient Jemima giving
her thoughts on the
feedback ward
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Steve Williams,
Talya Schneider and
Natalie Forrest join
winning pupils Khamar
Dek, Karina Forminska and
Kaylee Dumlao
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Don’t waste it Warp It

Meet the stroke team

In September 2017, we started a trial of Warp It, an online recycling platform similar to eBay that allows
staff to reuse unwanted items such as furniture and stationery.

This month we meet the team whose performance has been in the top 25% of acute stroke units in the national
stroke audit (SSNAP) for the last two years. Consultant physician in stroke and geriatrics, training program
director and stroke lead at BH, Dr Sam Qureshi, talks about their work.

With your support, we’ve saved a staggering £46k. This is a real achievement considering the project has
been running for less than six months.
Staff who have signed up to the platform have given
overwhelmingly positive feedback and are happy to
have made a contribution to our financial improvement
programme (FIP) as well as the environment.
Caroline Clarke, group chief finance officer and deputy
chief executive said: “I am extremely passionate about the
RFH leading the way in terms of sustainability. By reusing
unwanted items instead of buying, we are reducing the
amount we spend as well as cutting our carbon footprint
and saving on natural resources.”

Achievement to date
9,734 kg
of waste
avoided
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Our service includes acute in-patient care and
rehabilitation, stroke follow up and transient ischaemic
attack (TIA) or ’mini stroke’ clinics. TIA patients are
reviewed by a stroke specialist within 24 hours – this
is the standard set by NICE. We generally review the
majority of TIA patients on the day we receive the
referral, five days a week, 52 weeks of the year –
amounting to 700-800 TIA patients per year. We also
run three stroke follow up clinics a week.
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18,799kg
Co2
saved

Warp IT
star user of
the
month

Who’s in the team and what do you do?
The team is made up of four consultants (Dan Epstein,
divisional director for urgent care, Adam Webber,
Justin Penge and myself), five training junior doctors,12
nursing staff and 14 healthcare assistants. We also have
a dedicated neurotherapy team of physiotherapists,
speech and language therapists, dietitians and
occupational therapists.
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Our in-patient acute stroke unit has 24 beds. Stroke
patients are often highly complex with multiple
comorbidities in addition to the disability suffered from
the stroke. Despite this we pride ourselves in ensuring
efficient multi-disciplinary team (MDT) care to achieve
as much independence as possible while avoiding
prolonged hospital admission.
What happens to a person when they have a stroke?
Most patients receive initial care in a hyperacute stroke
unit (HASU) where they spend the first 48 hours. At
this point intravenous or intra-arterial thrombolysis
(treatment to dissolve dangerous clots in blood vessels)
is administered where appropriate and a decision made
about endovascular treatment.
What care do they get here?
Following this hyperacute phase, they will be
transferred to an acute stroke unit (ASU), such as BH,
for ongoing acute management and rehabilitation.

o.uk/royalfree

warp-it.c
Sign up at www.
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Is stroke on the increase?
Stroke incidence has steadily increased in the last 10
years and is set to increase by a further 50% in the
next 20 years. The main reason for this is our ageing
population.
We are also commonly seeing young people with
strokes – the reasons for this aren’t always clear,
but they include congenital cardiac and vascular
abnormalities, trauma and drug ingestion. We often
don’t find a specific cause in 30% of young strokes –
this is termed cryptogenic.
Has the national Act F.A.S.T. campaign made any
difference to your service?
It’s made a huge difference in identifying strokes early
and being reviewed by appropriate specialists. GPs are
the main source of our out-patient referrals and we
receive large numbers of patients from the HASU at
UCLH and our own emergency department.
Why do you think your team has performed well in the
national clinical audit outcomes?
One of the reasons for our success is that we have a
robust and efficient MDT and we’re all passionate
about caring for stroke patients.
The key to London’s success in stroke care in the last 10
years has been the new stroke model, which ensures
patients are seen by specialist teams from the outset.
The model has reduced mortality by 20-30% and
hugely improved patient outcomes overall.
What’s new?
We’re aiming to improve psychology services for our
patients, particularly younger patients with strokes.
Following a stroke, anxiety and depression is incredibly
common, so we want to strengthen this service both in
hospital and following discharge.
The stroke team is committed to training and research
and it’s involved in a number of important clinical trials.
For more information contact: sam.qureshi@nhs.net.

Dr Sam Qureshi and the stroke team

Joy Harrison, estates administrator, CFH
Joy said: “I’ve used Warp It for sending surplus stationery items, many of
which were sought after and popular, to staff within the trust. I’ve found
Warp It user friendly and easy to learn. We’ve already made savings in
my department which is great. I really recommend using Warp It and I’d
enourage all staff to sign up.”
Sign up at: www.warp-it.co.uk/royalfree or contact: rf.warpit@nhs.net.
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Fierce rivals unite for
children in hospital

Right test,
right time update

Famous football foes gladly set aside their differences on the pitch to hand out presents to children in our hospitals.
Arsenal’s mascot, Gunnersaurus, was first off the bench with visits to the childrens’ wards at BH and the RFH. The
eight foot green dinosaur’s trips were greeted with delight by the young patients.
Once the Gunners mascot had safely left BH it was time for a visit from Tottenham Hotspur players, including
Moussa Sissoko, Victor Wanyama, Georges-Kevin N’Koudou and Sarah Wiltshire, from Spurs Ladies.

In August 2017, we launched our ‘right test, right time’
pathology programme – to make sure we’re doing the right test,
at the right time for our patients.
Our aim is to reduce blood and urine tests across the trust by 20% in 2017/18, by encouraging clinical teams to
think about what and why they are testing, and by introducing order sets into our Cerner and EPR systems to
make sure clinicians are following best practice. This helps our patients avoid unpleasant and sometimes painful
tests and reduces their length of stay in hospital, so they have a better experience and get home quicker.

They met parents and children on Galaxy ward and also met some of the hospital’s newest arrivals in the Starlight
neo-natal ward.

What we’ve achieved so far

Spurs midfielder, Victor Wanyama, said: “It’s important to come
here and support the kids. They need support during hard times
and I hope we have made them a little bit happier by visiting
them and giving them some presents - it’s important that we try
to keep them smiling. I hope they will get better soon.”
Fellow midfielder, Moussa Sissoko, added: “We are very lucky
because we are professional footballers but when you see the
children, who are here for different reasons, you realise everything
should be good in people’s lives and it gives you some important
perspective. You try to give them a good moment because some
are fans of football and when they see some of the players, they
are very happy. If we can give them some happiness that is the
most important thing and that is why we are glad to be here.”

We’re thrilled to say that we’ve already achieved our target of 20% less tests in the renal department and both
emergency departments (EDs).
We’re working directly with junior
doctors and using their feedback. We’ve
also put a focus on being transparent
with the cost of tests, so consultants can
see at a glance how expensive some tests
We have a plan in place to make up the £280k shortfall before the end
are, to query whether they’re needed.
of March 2018, including:
We’re also now working with North
•	adding alerts to more tests in Cerner and EPR to reduce
Middlesex University Hospital and West
unnecessary testing
Hertfordshire Hospitals NHS Trust on
•	focussing on services already signed up to right test, right time to
how they might be able to run similar
offer more support
programmes.
Our financial target for the year was to save £1.8m, and by now we
wanted to achieve £1.1m of that. Our actual achievement so far is £820k
– this is £500k more than we had achieved in August 2017, so we’d like
to thank staff for their hard work in reducing unnecessary testing.

Two-year-old Ayden Chee gets a special gift
from Gunnersaurus

Andrea Nicholas, senior play specialist at BH, said: “There is
legendary rivalry between Arsenal and Tottenham Hotspur on the
pitch but I’m pleased to say there was no sign of it in our hospitals
today. This really is the time of the year where football clubs
want to reach out to all their fans, even those who have to be in
hospital. “Of course we made sure that Gunnersaurus had left the
building before our Spurs players arrived.”

Average test per
patient in April 2017

Average test per
patient now

What we’ve
saved to date

BH

9

6

£115,000

RFH

6

5

£53,000

Andrea remained diplomatic about the dinosaur and his fellow
guests. “I couldn’t possibly comment on which visit was the most
popular. Let’s call it a draw!”

We’ll provide a full update on our 2017/18
achievements for the right test, right time
programme at the end of the financial year.
For more information contact Daniel
Baker, programme manager – service
transformation: daniel.baker2@nhs.net.

George-Kevin N’Koudou, Moussa Sissoko, patients
Shaan Bhartiya and sister Simran Bhartiya, Sarah
Wiltshire and Victor Wanyama

Leadership team changes
Dr Chris Streather, who was chief executive of the RFH,
took up his new post as RFL group chief medical officer on
15 January 2018. Kate Slemeck, who was group chief
operating officer, became chief executive of the RFH,
also on 15 January.
We’ll share more details about their new roles and
responsibilities soon.

Kate Slemeck
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BH staff enjoying the visit

Dr Chris Streather
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Dates for your diary
Chief executives’
briefings
This is an opportunity to hear
the latest news from around
the trust and ask any questions
you may have
15 January, 9.30-10am,
seminar room 7 and 8,
Edgware Community Hospital
17 January, 12-12.30pm,
Peter Samuel Hall, RFH
18 January, 9-9.30am,
resource room 1, ECC
25 January, 11-11.30am,
lecture theatre, CFH
31 January, 1.30-2pm,
lecture theatre, BH

Chase it up

RFL rounds

Drop-in sessions with
Natalie Forrest, CFH chief
executive and Dr Alan
McGlennan, CFH medical
director

‘Losing control to improve patient safety:
managing fear and other challenges to
clinicians’ sense of authority and safety’
12 January, 1-2pm, atrium, RFH
(lunch provided from 12.30pm)
‘From birth to death in 20 minutes or less: The
impact of quick gear changes on the clinician’
29 January, 1-2 pm, lecture theatre, BH (lunch
provided from 12.30pm)

Every Monday at 11.30am,
site management office, CFH

CFH
redevelopment
staff forum
Meet the redevelopment
team and ask questions
about the new hospital
15 January, 12.30-1pm,
Greenfields restaurant, CFH

New council
of governors
The new council of governors attended their first official
meeting in November 2017.

Council of
governors’ meeting
23 January, 6-8pm, atrium, RFH

Showcasing quality care
and quality account
consultation
Drop in to see presentations about the
excellent work to improve outcomes for our
patients and give your feedback on our quality
priorities for 2018
2 February, 8.30am-1pm, atrium, RFH
For more information contact: rfquality@nhs.net

Babies make an early
New Year Day
entrance

New Year
baby Mohmoud

Eight babies were born at the RFH on New Year’s Day.
Amongst the arrivals was Mohmoud Mohmoud, who was born at 6.30am to Hodan
Hassen Adona and her husband, Abdusamad Abdullahi, who live in Camden.
Mohmoud, who was born weighing 5lb 6oz, wasn’t due till around 9 January but he
decided to come early making it a rather special hat trick for the new family.
Abdusamad said: “My birthday is 10th of the 10th (October) and my wife’s is 8th of the 8th (August) but our first
child has gone one better by being 1st of the 1st! It’s quite a fun coincidence.”
Siew Quek, senior midwife, said: “Having a baby on New Year’s Day is so special for the parents. I think they
really enjoy celebrating the birth of their child and New Year at the same time.”

MP praises the work
of volunteers
Tulip Siddiq, MP, paid tribute to the outstanding work of the Royal Free Charity’s volunteer team at an event for
volunteers and hospital staff in December.
There are currently over 750 volunteers, sporting the
recognisable purple charity shirts and ranging in age from
16 to 95. Last year these amazing volunteers provided over
60,000 hours of voluntary work supporting patients and staff
across the trust which included:

More information on all dates is
available on Freenet events.

Dominic Dodd, RFL chairman, said: “I’d like to extend a warm welcome to the
new governors who have joined the council and congratulations to those who have
been re-elected. Our governors play a crucial role on behalf of our patients, staff and
partner organisations in providing challenge, support and fresh thinking.”

•	138,000 patients and visitors who were helped to find
their way around the hospital sites to appointments and
to visit patients

The roles of the council of governors include representing the interests of RFL members –
including all staff, governors and patients – and holding our non-executive directors to
account for the performance of the board of directors.
The council of governors provides a way to directly
link the RFL to the communities it
serves.
Find out more about the
council of governors on
our website where you can
view members’ biographies
and statements or contact:
rf.governors@nhs.net.

The new council of governors
at their first official meeting
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•	935 dementia patients who received companionship
from specially trained volunteers
•	33,000 patients who received massages during their
chemotherapy treatment and before surgery
Doris Ajayi, clinical skills facilitator, dementia care, BH, Lindsey
McKenna, matron for hospital services for elderly people
at BH, Tulip Siddiq, Julia Palca Royal Free Charity chair of
trustees and Chris Burghes, Royal Free Charity’s chief executive

•	3,560 people who had interactions with a therapy dog
Jenny Todd, head of volunteering for the Royal Free Charity,
said: “Our amazing team of purple-topped volunteers are
well known throughout the hospitals and it’s great to see
them getting some recognition in the wider community.”

Tulip Siddiq recounted her experiences at the RFH praising a volunteer who had helped her husband, who had a
broken leg. She said: “A volunteer came out of nowhere with a cushion for my husband’s leg. I asked, ‘Who are
you?’ She said, ‘I’m just a volunteer’. I said, ‘You made my husband very comfortable so don’t say just a volunteer –
you’re very important’.”
All the Royal Free Charity volunteers are recruited locally. They take up roles which support staff and benefit
patients, such as acting as hospital guides or assisting patients during lunch and dinner, supporting dementia
patients, providing beauty therapy, running the book and shop trolley services and much more.
For more information contact: jenny.todd1@nhs.net.
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The facilities team on
Mount Snowdon

Healthy times
Members of the facilities team have been
enjoying a life-changing health programme
which has seen them not only learn to cook
but climb a mountain.
The ‘Health as a Social Movement’ two-year
programme came about after we secured a
funding bid from NHS England. Thanks to these
funds, we were able to develop a two-year programme
to improve staff health and wellbeing.
Around 300 staff from estates and facilities, including
domestics, porters and security teams, have helped develop the
activities on offer. These include weekend guided walks, a Mount
Snowdon climb, healthy cooking classes, social events and health and
wellbeing fairs.
Porter Rob White has worked for the trust for 17 years and has taken part in a cookery class, regular monthly
walks and a trip to Snowdonia. He said: “We walk around all the time but the walks we do as part of the
programme use different kinds of muscles, as it’s different terrain, so it’s helped with my fitness. It’s been great to
meet members of the domestic staff as we don’t ever work with them and now we say ‘hello’ when we see each
other. People are surprised that the hospital is doing this for its staff.”
Domestic assistant, Lillian Williamson, who has worked for the trust for six years, has found the programme lifechanging. Lillian’s debilitating lower back pain has been eased by the walking activities. She has also lost two
stone and started an informal healthy eating group. She said: “I climbed a mountain! It was the best experience
ever. Our manager Sheila Connolly went with us to Snowdonia. She said, ‘today I am not your boss,’ so it allowed
me to be myself as it wasn’t about my role. It’s had a huge impact on my life. My husband is a chef and he always
teased me if I ever tried to cook, but I took the cooking course and now my food tastes great. I wanted to be
healthier but I didn’t have the money to do these things or join a gym.”
Rob and Lillian were invited to speak to the trust board about their experiences.
Rob said: “It was great to talk to members of the board who were very welcoming and you realise they are just
people.”
Lillian added: “At work we feel unified and I don’t feel awkward anymore.”
Dominic Dodd, chairman, said: “Rob and Lillian were an inspiration and the board is looking forward to hearing
how we can expand this important programme when the pilot ends.”
For more information contact Nicola Bullen, assistant director public health: nicola.bullen@nhs.net.

Getting healthy this January
The newly refurbished Royal Free Charity Rec Club is an affordable gym
providing a mixture of classes, pool and room hire.
Kelly Rush, club manager, said: “Increasing the amount of physical activity
we undertake helps to relieve stress and anxiety as well as improving our
overall health. Come and book in with one of our fitness instructors who can
show you how to use some of our new exciting pieces of gym kit and get you
started.”
The Rec Club is open Monday-Thursday from 7am-10pm, Friday from 7am9pm and Saturday and Sunday from 10am-3pm. Membership for staff starts
from as little as £3.75 per month with low pay as you go costs for the gym
and swimming.
Newly refurbished gym
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For more information contact: kelly.rush@nhs.net.

